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Abstract
We prove an analog of the base change functor of Λ–trees in the setting of general-
ized affine buildings. The proof is mainly based on local and global combinatorics of
the associated spherical buildings. As an application we obtain that the class of gener-
alized affine buildings is closed under taking ultracones and asymptotic cones. Other
applications involve a complex of groups decompositions and fixed point theorems for
certain classes of generalized affine buildings.
1 Introduction
The so-called Λ–trees have been studied by Alperin and Bass [AB87], Morgan and Shalen
[MS84] and others and have proven to be a useful tool in understanding properties of
groups acting nicely on such spaces. Λ–trees are a natural generalization of R–trees. Here
Λ is an arbitrary ordered abelian group replacing the copies of the real line in the concept
of an R–tree or the geometric realizations of simplicial trees.
Since simplicial trees are precisely the one-dimensional examples of affine buildings and
real trees the one-dimensional R–buildings, it was natural to ask whether there is a higher
dimensional object generalizing Λ–trees and affine buildings at the same time.
These objects, the so-called Λ–affine buildings or generalized affine buildings, where in-
troduced by Curtis Bennett [Ben94] and recently studied by the first author in [Hit09]
and [Hit08]. A recent application of them is a short proof of the Margulis conjecture by
Kramer and Tent [KT04].
In the present paper, we address a generalization of an important geometric property of
Λ–trees: the existence of a base change functor. Easy to prove in the tree case, see for
example [Chi01], the generalization to Λ–affine buildings turns out to be much harder.
We will prove that a morphism e : Λ → Γ of ordered abelian groups gives rise to a
base change functor φ mapping a generalized affine building X defined over Λ to another
building X ′ which is defined over Γ. In case e is an epimorphism, we will see, that the
pre-image X ′′ under φ of a point in X ′ is again a generalized affine building, defined over
the kernel of e.
After having established our main results, we will present several applications. One of
the consequences of our base change theorem is the proof of the fact that the class of
generalized affine buildings is closed under taking asymptotic cones and ultracones.
∗The first author is supported by the “SFB 478 Geometrische Strukturen in der Mathematik” at the
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1.1 Our main results
A set X together with a collection A of charts f : A→ X from a model space A into X is
a generalized affine building if certain compatibility and richness conditions, as stated in
Definition 2.1, are satisfied. These conditions imply the existence of a spherical building
∂AX at infinity and of spherical buildings ∆xX, called residues, around each point x ∈ X,
see Section 2.2. The model space A is defined with respect to a spherical root system R
and a totally ordered abelian group Λ. Therefore it is sometimes denoted by A(R,Λ). As
a set it is isomorphic to the space of formal sums
{∑
α∈B λαα : λα ∈ Λ
}
, where B is a
basis of R.
The model space carries an action of an affine Weyl group W and the transition maps of
charts are given by elements of W . One of the conditions (X,A) has to satisfy is, that
every pair of points x and y is contained in a common apartment f(A) with f ∈ A.
Given a morphism e : Λ→ Λ′ of ordered abelian Q[{α∨(β)}α,β∈R]–modules Λ and Λ
′ and
let (X,A) be an affine building with model space A(R,Λ) (or shortly A) and distance
function d which is induced by the standard distance on the model space. Then we have
the following:
Theorem 1.1. There exists a Λ′–building (X ′,A′) and (functorial) map φ : X → X ′ such
that φ maps A to A′ and such that
d′(φ(x), φ(y)) = e(d(x, y))
for all x, y ∈ X, where d, d′ are the distance functions defined respectively on (X,A) and
(X ′,A′). Furthermore, the spherical buildings ∂AX and ∂A′X
′ at infinity are isomorphic.
The map φ will be referred to as the base change functor associated to e.
Every morphism of abelian groups can be written as the composition of an epimorphism
followed by a monomorphism. The kernel of an epimorphism of ordered abelian groups is
convex in the sense that given some x > 0 in this kernel then x ≥ y ≥ 0 implies that y
is also contained in the kernel. Therefore the ordering of an abelian group Λ induces an
order on the quotient of Λ by the kernel of an epimorphism. Hence morphisms of ordered
abelian groups can also be decomposed into an epimorphism followed by a monomorphism.
We will prove the two cases, of an epimorphism and a monomorphism, separately in the
first and third Main Result. Theorem 1.1 is a direct consequence of the combination of
both.
In case e : Λ → Λ′ is an epimorphism one defines the base change functor φ and the
building X ′ is as follows. Let two points x, y ∈ X be equivalent, denoted by x ∼ y, when
d(x, y) ∈ ker(e) and let X ′ be the quotient of X defined by this equivalence relation.
Defining a metric d′ on X ′ by d′(φ(x), φ(y)) := e(d(x, y)) the quotient map φ : X → X ′
turns out to satisfy the properties needed for the first Main Result.
It is possible to define a set of charts A′ from A′ = A(R,Λ′) into X ′ such that the following
theorem holds. For details see Section 3.
Main Result 1. Let e : Λ→ Λ′ be an epimorphism of ordered abelian groups and (X,A)
a Λ–building. Then the following hold:
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1. There exists a Λ′–building (X ′,A′) and a map φ : X ։ X ′, called the base change
functor associated to e, such that the apartment system A is mapped onto A′ by φ
and such that φ satisfies
d′(φ(x), φ(y)) = e(d(x, y))
for all x, y ∈ X, where d, d′ are the distance functions defined respectively on (X,A)
and (X ′,A′). Moreover, the spherical buildings ∂AX and ∂A′X
′ at infinity are iso-
morphic.
2. These base change functors act as a functor on the category of Λ–buildings to the
one of the Λ′–buildings. In particular, let G be a group acting on X by isometries,
then G also acts on X ′ by isometries and the map φ is G–equivariant.
As mentioned above, the kernel of an ordered abelian group is again such. It turns out
that one can prove that the fibers of the base change functor are again generalized affine
buildings. Details of the proof can be found in Section 4.
Main Result 2. Let φ be a base change functor associated to an ordered abelian group
epimorphism e : Λ → Λ′, applied to a Λ–building (X,A). For all elements x of X the
following is true.
1. The set X ′′ = φ−1(φ(x)) admits a set of charts A′′ making it into a ker(e)–building
with as distance function d′′ the distance function inherited from (X,A).
2. There is a natural isomorphism between ∂A′′X
′′ and ∆φ(x)X
′, where (X ′,A′) is as
in the first Main Result.
One can prove a result similar to the first main one for monomorphisms of ordered abelian
groups. The construction of the building X ′ is again of explicit nature. The basic idea is
to take the product of the old charts with the new, enlarged, model space and consider
equivalence classes of these products. Since this construction is more involved than the
one in the first Main Result, let us postpone details to Section 5. There we will prove
Main Result 3. Let e : Λ→ Λ′ be a monomorphism of ordered abelian groups and (X,A)
a Λ–building. Then the following assertions hold
1. There exists a Λ′–building (X ′,A′) and a map φ : X → X ′ satisfying
d′(φ(x), φ(y)) = e(d(x, y))
for all x, y ∈ X, where d, d′ are the distance functions defined respectively on (X,A)
and (X ′,A′). Further φ maps the apartment system A to A′ and the spherical
buildings ∂AX and ∂A′X
′ at infinity are isomorphic.
2. These base change functors act as a functor on the category of Λ–buildings to the
one of the Λ′–buildings, but only for isometries mapping apartments to apartments.
In particular, let G be a group acting on X by isometries stabilizing the system of
apartments, then G acts on X ′ by isometries stabilizing the system of apartments
and the map φ is G–equivariant.
The proofs of the Main Results 1 to 3 can be found in Sections 3 to 5. Before defining
generalized affine buildings in Section 2, we will use the penultimate subsection of the
introduction to state our main applications. The last subsection will be devoted to an
example clarifying the main results.
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1.2 Applications
Let us quickly summarize the applications proved in Section 6.
Asymptotic cones
Asymptotic cones of metric spaces capture the ‘large scale structure’ of the underlying
space. The main idea goes back to the notion of convergence of metric spaces by Gromov
in the early 80’s (see [Gro81]) and was later generalized using ultrafilters by van den Dries
and Wilkie [vdDW84]. Asymptotic cones provide interesting examples of metric spaces
and have proven useful in the context of geometric group theory.
In Section 6.1 we will prove, using the base change functor, that the class of generalized
affine buildings is closed under ultraproducts, asymptotic cones and ultracones. The main
results read as follows:
Theorems 6.2 and 6.5. • The ultraproduct of a sequence (Xi,Ai)i∈I of Λi–affine
buildings defined over the same root system R is again a generalized affine building
over R.
• Asymptotic cones and ultracones of generalized affine buildings are again such.
• Furthermore, if (X,A) is modeled on A(R,Λ), then its asymptotic cone Cone(X) is
modeled an A(R,Cone(Λ)) and its ultracone UCone(X) on A(R,UCone(Λ)).
In particular we have shown that asymptotic cones of R–buildings are again such, and
with this yielding an alternative proof of the same result shown earlier with completely
different methods by Kleiner and Leeb (see [KL97]).
Fixed point theorems
The base change functors can be used to reduce problems of generalized affine buildings
to the (easier) case of R–buildings. In Section 6.2 we illustrate this with a fixed point
theorem for a certain class of Λ–buildings (we postpone the description of this class to the
aforementioned section). The result then reads:
Theorem 1.2. A finite group of isometries of a generalized affine building (X,A) of this
class admits a fixed point.
Complex of groups decompositions
One can use the first Main Result to conclude that groups acting nicely on certain affine
buildings do admit a complex of groups decomposition. We will not carry out the details
of the proof, but let us make the statement a bit more precise.
Assume that (X,A) is modeled over an abelian group Λ := R×Λ′, where the two compo-
nents are ordered lexicographically, and assume further that the image of the base change
functor associated to the projection e : Λ→ R is a simplicial affine building.
Then, if G is a subgroup of the automorphism group of X such that the induced action
on (X ′,A′) is simplicial, the group G has a complex of groups decomposition where each
vertex group acts on a Λ′–building. In addition, if the action of G on X is free, then each
vertex group acts freely on a Λ′–building.
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1.3 An example
Let us illustrate the main results with an example in an algebraic setting. We start with
describing a class of generalized affine buildings (following [Ben90, p. 97]). Let K be a
field with a valuation to an ordered abelian group Λ. Then one can define root group
data with valuation for the special linear group SL(n,K) (n ≤ 2). These data give rise to
an (n− 1)-dimensional Λ–building admitting a natural action of SL(n,K). The spherical
building at infinity here is the spherical Tits building associated to SL(n,K). The thick
residues are isomorphic to the spherical Tits building associated to SL(n,Kν), where Kν
is the residue field of the pair (K, ν).
Let Λ1 be the lexicographically ordered group R×R. LetK be some field with a Λ1–valued
valuation ν. An example could be a rational function field k(tΛ1) in the variable t allowing
powers in Λ1. As mentioned above one can associate a Λ1–building (X,A) to the group
SL(n,K).
Let Λ2 be the group R× R× R ordered lexicographically. Let e be the map
e : Λ1 → Λ2 : (a, b) 7→ (0, a, 0).
This is a morphism of ordered abelian groups which can be split up in an epimorphism e1
and monomorphism e2 (so e = e2 ◦ e1) where
e1 : Λ1 → R : (a, b) 7→ a,
e2 : R→ Λ2 : a 7→ (0, a, 0).
The image of (X,A) under the base change functor for e1 is the generalized affine building
for SL(n,K), but now using the (real) valuation e1 ◦ν. Similarly the image under the base
change functor for e will be the generalized affine building associated to SL(n,K) with the
valuation e ◦ ν with values in Λ2. Theorem 1.1 mentions that the spherical buildings at
infinity of these generalized affine buildings are isomorphic, this is reflected in this example
by the special linear group staying the same.
To illustrate the second Main Result consider a point x with a thick residue in the gen-
eralized affine building associated to SL(n,K) with the valuation e1 ◦ ν. This residue is
isomorphic to the spherical Tits building for SL(n,Ke1◦ν). The second Main Result now
states that the preimage of this point is an R–building with as building at infinity this
residue. This R–building is the one defined by the (real) valuation on the residue field
Ke1◦ν induced by the valuation ν.
2 Preliminaries
In this section we will define Λ–buildings and state some basic results about them for use
in later sections. For a detailed study of generalized affine buildings and proofs of the
results in this introductory section we refer to [Ben94] and [Hit09].
2.1 Definition of apartments and buildings
We will first define the model space for apartments in Λ–buildings and examine its metric
structure. We conclude this subsection with the definition of a Λ–building.
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For a (not necessarily crystallographic) spherical root system R let F be a subfield of the
reals containing the set {〈β, α∨〉 : α, β ∈ R} of all evaluations of co-roots on roots. Notice
that F can always be chosen to be the quotient field of Q[{〈β, α∨〉 : α, β ∈ R}]. If R is
crystallographic this is F = Q. Assume that Λ is a (non-trivial) totally ordered abelian
group admitting an F–module structure and define the model space of a generalized affine
building of type R to be the set
A(R,Λ) = spanF (R)⊗F Λ.
We will often abbreviate A(R,Λ) by A. A fixed basis B of the root system R provides
natural coordinates for the model space A. The vector space of formal sums{∑
α∈B
λαα : λα ∈ Λ
}
is canonically isomorphic to A. The evaluation of co-roots on roots 〈·, ·〉 is linearly extended
to elements of A. Let o be the point of A corresponding to the zero vector.
By B a set of positive roots R+ ⊂ R is defined which determines the fundamental Weyl
chamber
Cf := {x ∈ A : 〈x, α
∨〉 ≥ 0 for all α ∈ R+}
with respect to B. By replacing some (which might be all or none) of the inequalities in
the definition of Cf by equalities we obtain faces of the fundamental Weyl chamber.
The spherical Weyl group W of R acts by reflections rα, α ∈ R, on the model space A.
The fixed point sets of the rα are called hyperplanes and are denoted by Hα. One has
Hα = {x ∈ A : rα(x) = x} = {x ∈ A : 〈x, α
∨〉 = 0}.
An affine Weyl group is the semidirect product of a group of translations T of A by W .
If T equals A, then W := W ⋊ T is called the full affine Weyl group. The actions of W
and T on A induce an action of W on A. An (affine) reflection is an element of W which
is conjugate in W to a reflection rα, α ∈ R. A hyperplane Hr in A is the fixed point set
of an affine reflection r. It determines two half-spaces of A called half-apartments.
We define a Weyl chamber in A to be an image of a fundamental Weyl chamber under
the affine Weyl group W . The image of the faces of the fundamental Weyl chamber then
define the faces of this Weyl chamber. A face of a Weyl chamber will also be called a Weyl
simplex. Note that a Weyl simplex S contains exactly one point x which is the intersection
of all bounding hyperplanes of S. We call it the base point of S and say S is based at x.
Let Λ be a totally ordered abelian group and let X be a set. A metric on X with values
in Λ, short a Λ–valued metric, is a map d : X ×X 7→ Λ satisfying the usual axioms of a
metric. That is positivity, symmetry (d(x, y) = d(y, x)), equality d(x, y) = 0 if and only if
x = y and the triangle inequality for arbitrary triples of points. The pair (X, d) is called
Λ–metric space.
A particular W–invariant Λ–valued metric on the model space A is defined by
d(x, y) =
∑
α∈R+
|〈y − x, α∨〉|.
A subset Y of A is called convex if it is the intersection of finitely many half-apartments.
This includes the empty set and A. The convex hull of a subset Y ⊂ A is the intersection
of all half-apartments containing Y .
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Note that Weyl simplices and hyperplanes, as well as finite intersections of convex sets are
convex. A convex hull of a subset of the model space is not necessarily convex due to the
finiteness requirement.
Definition 2.1. Let X be a set and A a collection of injective maps f : A →֒ X, called
charts. The images f(A) of charts f ∈ A are called apartments of X. Define Weyl
chambers, hyperplanes, half-apartments, ... of X to be images of such in A under any
f ∈ A. The set X is a (generalized) affine building with atlas (or apartment system) A if
the following conditions are satisfied
(A1) If f ∈ A and w ∈W then f ◦ w ∈ A.
(A2) Let f, g ∈ A be two charts. Then f−1(g(A)) is a convex subset of A. There exists
w ∈W with f |f−1(g(A)) = (g ◦ w)|f−1(g(A)).
(A3) For any two points in X there is an apartment containing both.
(A4) If S1 and S2 are two Weyl chambers in X there exist sub-Weyl chambers S
′
1 ⊂
S1, S
′
2 ⊂ S2 in X and an f ∈ A such that S
′
1 ∪ S
′
2 ⊂ f(A).
(A5) For any apartment A and all x ∈ A there exists a retraction rA,x : X → A such that
rA,x does not increase distances and r
−1
A,x(x) = {x}.
(A6) If f, g and h are charts such that the associated apartments intersect pairwise in
half-apartments then f(A) ∩ g(A) ∩ h(A) 6= ∅.
The dimension of the building X is n = rank(R), where A ∼= Λn.
Conditions (A1)-(A3) imply the existence of a Λ–distance on X, that is a function d :
X × X 7→ Λ satisfying all conditions of the definition of a Λ–metric but the triangle
inequality. Given x, y in X fix an apartment containing x and y with chart f ∈ A and let
x′, y′ in A be defined by f(x′) = x, f(y′) = y. The distance d(x, y) between x and y in X
is given by d(x′, y′). By Condition (A2) this is a well-defined function on X. Therefore it
makes sense to talk about a distance non-increasing function in (A5). Note further that,
by (A5), the defined distance function d satisfies the triangle inequality. Hence d is a
metric on X.
In the case of R–buildings one has that Condition (A6) follows from the other condi-
tions. This can be found (along with other equivalent definitions for this particular case)
in [Par00]. One can also define R–buildings in a more geometric way, see [KL97]. There is a
paper in preparation by the first author investigating alternative definitions for generalized
affine buildings.
2.2 Local and global structure of Λ–affine buildings
There are two types of spherical buildings associated to an affine Λ–building (X,A) of
type A(R,Λ): the spherical building ∂AX at infinity and at each point x ∈ X a so-called
residue ∆xX.
Two subsets Ω1,Ω2 of a Λ–metric space are parallel if there exists N ∈ Λ such that for
all x ∈ Ωi there exists an y ∈ Ωj such that d(x, y) ≤ N for {i, j} = {1, 2}. Note that
parallelism is an equivalence relation. One can prove
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Proposition 2.2. [Ben94, Section 2.4] Let A = A(R,Λ) be the model space equipped with
the full affine Weyl group W . Then the following is true.
1. Two hyperplanes (or two Weyl simplices) are parallel if and only if they are translates
of each other by elements of W .
2. For any two parallel Weyl chambers S and S′ there exists a Weyl chamber S′′ con-
tained in S ∩ S′ and parallel to both.
A simplex in the spherical building at infinity is a parallel class ∂S of a Weyl simplex S
in X. Hence as a set of simplices
∂AX = {∂S : S is a Weyl simplex of X}.
One simplex ∂S1 is contained in a simplex ∂S2 if there exist representatives S
′
1, S
′
2 which
are contained in a common apartment with chart in A, having the same base point and
such that S′1 is contained in S
′
2.
Proposition 2.3. The set ∂AX defined above is a spherical building of type R with apart-
ments in a one-to-one correspondence with apartments of X.
Proof. See [Ben90, 3.6] or [Hit09, 5.7]. 
To define a second type of equivalence relation on Weyl simplices we say that two of them,
S and S′, share the same germ if both are based at the same point and if S ∩ S′ is a
neighborhood of x in S and in S′. It is easy to see that this is an equivalence relation on
the set of Weyl simplices based at a given point. The equivalence class of S, based at x,
is denoted by ∆xS and is called germ of S at x. The germs of Weyl simplices based at
a point x are partially ordered by inclusion: ∆xS1 ⊂ ∆xS2 if there exist representatives
S′1, S
′
2 contained in a common apartment such that S
′
1 is a face of S
′
2. Let ∆xX be the set
of all germs of Weyl simplices based at x. Then
Proposition 2.4. [Hit09, 5.17] For all x ∈ X the set ∆xX is a spherical building of type
R which is independent of A.
Let µ be a germ of a Weyl simplex S based at x. We say that µ is contained in a set K
if there exists an ε > 0 in Λ such that Bε(x) ∩ S is contained in K.
The following properties will be of use in subsequent proofs of the present paper.
Proposition 2.5. Let (X,A) be an affine building of type A(R,Λ). Then:
1. Let S and T be two Weyl chambers based at the same point x. If their germs are
opposite in ∆xX then there exists a unique apartment containing S and T .
2. For any germ µ ∈ X the affine building X is, as a set, the union of all apartments
containing µ.
Proof. See 5.23 and 5.13 of [Hit09] for a proof. 
The proof of the following proposition is the same as of Proposition 1.8 in [Par00]. A
consequence of it is that given a point in X and parallel class of Weyl simplices, there is
a unique Weyl simplex in this class based at the given point.
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Proposition 2.6. Let (X,A) be an affine building and c a chamber in ∂AX. For a Weyl
chamber S based at a point x ∈ X there exists an apartment A with chart in A containing
a germ of S at x and such that c is contained in the boundary ∂A.
Given a germ of a Weyl chamber in a fixed apartment A one can define a retraction of the
building onto A as follows.
Definition 2.7. Fix a germ µ of a Weyl chamber in X. Given a point x in X let g be a
chart in A such that x and µ are contained in g(A). Define
rA,µ(x) := (f ◦ w ◦ g
−1)(x)
where w ∈ W is such that g|g−1(f(A)) = (f ◦ w)|g−1(f(A)). The map rA,µ is called the
retraction onto A centered at µ.
By Condition (A2) and item 2 of Proposition 2.5 this retraction is well-defined. Further-
more, as proved in Appendix C of [Hit09], it is distance non-increasing. Furthermore, the
restriction of rA,µ to an apartment containing µ is an isomorphism onto A.
We end these preliminaries by pointing out that our main results (in particular Main
Result 2, part 2) allow for more spherical buildings to be defined from a Λ–building than
the two constructions mentioned in this section. In fact, one can associate a spherical
building to each set of points with distance in a convex subgroup Λ′ of Λ from a certain
point of X. The spherical building at infinity and the residues correspond to the choices
Λ′ = Λ and Λ′ = {0}.
3 Proof of the first Main Result
Given an epimorphism e : Λ→ Λ′ of ordered abelian Q[{α∨(β)}α,β∈R}]–modules Λ and Λ
′,
we define the base change functor as follows. Let (X,A) be an affine building with model
space A(R,Λ) (or shortly A) and distance function d which is induced by the standard
distance on the model space.
The relation “∼” on X with x ∼ y when d(x, y) ∈ ker(e) is an equivalence relation (due to
the triangle inequality). Let X ′ be the quotient of X defined by this equivalence relation.
The associated quotient map φ : X → X ′ is surjective by definition. One can define a
metric d′ on X ′ by putting d′(φ(x), φ(y)) := e(d(x, y)). This metric is well-defined due to
the triangle inequality, one also easily checks it is indeed a metric. Let A′ be the model
space A(R,Λ′) and W ′ the associated affine Weyl group. In the same way as for X one
can define a map φA from the model space A to A
′. For each chart f ∈ A one has that the
preimages of the maps φ ◦ f and φA on A are the same. Hence one can define an injective
map f ′ : A→ X ′ such that φ ◦ f equals f ′ ◦ φA.
This way we have defined a set of charts A′ from A′ into X ′. Automatically we also have
defined (half-)apartments, hyperplanes, Weyl chambers, . . . in X ′. By construction these
objects are the images under φ of similar objects in X.
Conditions (A1) and (A3)-(A5) for (X ′,A′) are easy consequences of the fact that these
conditions are already satisfied by (X,A). The only non-trivial condition to check is
Condition (A2). This turns out to be particularly difficult when two non-intersecting
apartments intersect after applying φ. Condition (A6) follows as a byproduct of the proof
of (A2).
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The outline of the proof is the following. We start with investigating images of pairs
of already intersecting convex sets (Lemma 3.4). This will imply that for two already
intersecting apartments nothing surprising happens (Lemma 3.7).
The next step is then to investigate local structures, i.e. the residues. The easier case of
already intersecting apartments will be sufficient to show that these local structures are
spherical buildings (Lemma 3.11). Condition (A6) follows from this case as well. The
results we obtain in this part are also useful to prove the second Main Result later on.
This local information eventually allows us to prove (A2) in full generality (Lemma 3.14).
After this we end by showing functoriality.
3.1 Intersecting convex sets
In this section we study how already intersecting convex sets behave under the map φ.
These lemmas will be used later on to investigate the local structure of the quotient space
(X ′,A′) and in the proof of Condition (A2).
Lemma 3.1. Let x and x′ be two points of the model space A lying in respectively two
Weyl simplices S and S′ both based at some point y. Suppose that d(x, x′) ∈ ker e. Then if
S and S′ do not have Weyl simplices in common, other than the base point, one has that
d(x, y), d(x′, y) ∈ ker e.
Proof. The images of the two Weyl simplices S and S′ under φA are again two Weyl
simplices φA(S) and φA(S
′) having no common Weyl simplices. So the intersection of
φA(S) and φA(S
′) is the singleton {φA(y)}. As the point φA(x) = φA(x
′) lies in this
intersection, one has that φA(x) = φA(x
′) = φA(y). By the definition of φA, we conclude
that d(x, y), d(x′, y) ∈ ker e. 
Lemma 3.2. Suppose that some subset K of the model space A is closed under taking
convex hulls of pairs of points of K. Then a germ based at a point k ∈ K lies in K, if
and only if, there is a point x ∈ K contained in the Weyl simplex S in A corresponding
to that germ, and S is the minimal Weyl simplex containing x.
Proof. Let k be a point of K and µ a germ of a Weyl simplex S based at k. We have to
prove that there exists an ε > 0 such that Bε(k) ∩ S ⊂ K if and only if there is a point
x ∈ K lying in the Weyl simplex S corresponding to that germ, such that S is the minimal
Weyl simplex containing x.
First assume that there is such a point x in K. Consider the minimal Weyl simplex T
based at x containing k. One has that ∂T is opposite ∂S in ∂A. By assumption, the
convex hull of x and k is contained in K. But since this convex hull is the intersection of
S and T we have that there is an ε ≤ d(x, k) such that S ∩Bε(k) is contained in K.
Conversely assume that µ is a germ of a Weyl simplex S based at k contained in K. So
there exists an ε > 0 such that S ∩ Bε(k) is contained in K. If we can prove that there
exists a point x in S but not on a non-maximal face of this Weyl simplex, with distance
less than ε to k, we are done.
Let R, B and F be as in Section 2.1. Consider the submodule M of Λ spanned by ε, this
submodule is isomorphic to F . Consider only the linear combinations
∑
α∈B vαα, with
vα ∈ M , as points (see Section 2.1). This way, the problem is reduced to the case where
Λ is isomorphic to F , a subfield of the reals. Assume we are in this case, let y be a point
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of S, not on a non-maximal face of the Weyl simplex. Due to the field nature of Λ one
can now find an f ∈ F such that the product of f with distance d(o, y) is ε/2. Taking the
scalar product of f with the vector corresponding to y, one obtains a vector corresponding
to a point x with the same properties as y but at distance ε/2 from o. This concludes the
proof. 
Lemma 3.3. Let K be a convex subset of the model space A, and x a point of A\K. Then
there exists a point y ∈ K and Weyl simplex S based at y, containing x, such that the
intersection S ∩K is exactly {y}.
Proof. Let S be a Weyl simplex based at x of minimal dimension while having a non-
empty intersection with K. By the minimality no face of S contains points of K (except
S itself). Consider for each point k in the intersection S ∩K the Weyl simplex S′k based
at k and in the opposite direction of S. It follows that each such S′k contains x.
Let y be a point of S ∩ K such that the face of the germ of S′y in S ∩ K is minimal.
Suppose that S′y ∩ S ∩K contains more than just the point y. If this is the case we can
find some one-dimensional face R of the Weyl simplex S′y such that R ∩ S ∩K contains
more than just y. It is impossible that R lies completely in K as no (non-maximal) face
of S contains points of K (while R will contain a point of such a face of S). So R∩K is a
line segment bounded two endpoints, one is y, call the other y′ (these endpoints exist by
convexity).
Consider the Weyl simplex S′y′ . By the previous lemma one has that if a face of the germ
of S′y′ lies in S ∩ K, then the corresponding face of the germ S
′
y based at y obtained
by translation will also be contained in S ∩ K. Moreover the face of the germ of S′y in
S ∩K is strictly larger than the one of S′y′ , this because the germ of R is also contained
in S′y ∩ S ∩K. This violates minimality. It follows that S
′
y ∩ S ∩K = {y}.
As no (non-maximal) face of S contains points of K, it follows from the convexity of K
that S ∩K = π ∩K with π the subspace (of the model space) spanned by S. As S′y lies
in π, this implies that S′y ∩K = S
′
y ∩ π ∩K = S
′
y ∩ S ∩K = {y}. We conclude that the
point y and Weyl simplex S′y have the desired properties. 
Lemma 3.4. Let K and K ′ be two convex subsets of respectively apartments A and A′
of the affine building (X,A), such that their intersection K ∩K ′ is non-empty. If x ∈ K
and x′ ∈ K ′ are two points with d(x, x′) ∈ ker e, then there exists a point z ∈ K ∩K ′ with
d(x, z), d(x′, z) ∈ ker e.
Proof. Note that if we find a point z ∈ K ∩ K ′ such that d(x, z) ∈ ker e, then also
d(x′, z) ∈ ker e holds by the triangle inequality. In order to exclude trivialities, we assume
that x, x′ /∈ K ∩K ′.
Let K ∩K ′ and x be the convex subset and point on which we apply Lemma 3.3. This
lemma yields us a point a of K ∩ K ′. Let S and S′ be the minimal Weyl simplices in
respectively A and A′, both based at a and containing respectively x and x′. The germs
of S and S′ (which lie in respectively K and K ′ due to minimality and convexity) have
no simplices in common, because otherwise the intersection of the Weyl simplex S with
K and K ′ would contain more than just a, contradicting the construction of a.
Let R be a Weyl chamber in A based at a and containing S. Consider the image R′ of S′
under the retraction rA,R (see Definition 2.7). As the germs of S and S
′ have no simplices
in common, the Weyl simplices S and R′ do not have Weyl simplices in common either.
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Let y be the image of x′ under the retraction. As distances are not increased by this,
we have that d(x, y) ∈ ker e. By Lemma 3.1 and the previous discussion, we obtain that
d(x, a) ∈ ker e. Putting z = a finishes the proof. 
Lemma 3.5. Let S and S′ be two Weyl simplices of the Λ–building (X,A) having non-
empty intersection. If x ∈ S and x′ ∈ S′ are such that d(x, x′) ∈ ker e, then there exists a
point z ∈ S ∩ S′ such that d(x, z), d(x′, z) ∈ ker e.
Proof. Directly from the previous lemma. 
The following lemma shows that if the base points of two parallel Weyl chambers are close
together, that then the entire Weyl chambers are close together.
Lemma 3.6. Let S and S′ be two parallel Weyl chambers of the Λ–building (X,A), based
at respectively y and y′ with d(y, y′) ∈ ker e. Then there exists an isometry τ from S to
S′, such that if x ∈ S, then d(x, τ(x)) ∈ ker e.
Proof. As the intersection of parallel Weyl chambers is non-empty, the previous lemma
shows the existence of a point z in S ∩ S′ such that d(y, z), d(y′, z) ∈ ker e. Consider the
Weyl chamber S′′ based at z parallel to S and S′. It is a sub-Weyl chamber of both S and
S′.
Let A be an apartment containing S. There exists a translation of A mapping y to z (and
so also S to S′′). Each point of A is mapped to another point of A with the distance
between both in ker e. In the same way as we have defined an isometry from S to S′′
here, we can define an isometry from S′′ to S′. Combining these two isometries yields the
desired isometry. 
The last result of this section shows that for already intersecting apartments nothing
surprising happens.
Lemma 3.7. If two apartments A and B of (X,A) already intersect before applying φ,
then φ(A) ∩ φ(B) = φ(A ∩ B) and (A2) will be satisfied for each pair of charts of the
apartments φ(A) and φ(B) of (X ′,A′).
Proof. It is clear that φ(A ∩ B) is a convex subset of φ(A), as the images of the finite
number of half-apartments of A with A ∩ B as intersection, will be a finite number of
half-apartments of φ(A) with φ(A ∩B) as intersection.
Let x ∈ A be a point such that φ(x) ∈ φ(B). So there exists a point x′ ∈ B such that
φ(x) = φ(x′), or equivalently d(x, x′) ∈ ker e. Lemma 3.4 implies that there is a point
z ∈ A ∩ B with d(x, z), d(x′, z) ∈ ker e. So φ(x) = φ(x′) = φ(z). We can conclude that
φ(A) ∩ φ(B) = φ(A ∩B), which is a convex set.
The second part of (A2), this being the existence of a w′ ∈ W ′ with certain properties,
follows directly from Condition (A2) for the original building (X,A). 
3.2 Local structures of (X ′,A′)
Although we did not prove Condition (A2) yet, one can define germs in (X ′,A′) in the
same way as in Section 2.2. The set of germs based at some point φ(x) ∈ X ′ forms again
a simplicial complex ∆φ(x)X
′. The goal of this section is to prove that ∆φ(x)X
′ is again a
spherical building. Denote by X ′′ all the points in X such that the distance to the point
x lies in ker e. The germs of Weyl chambers at φ(x) are the chambers of ∆φ(x)X
′.
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Lemma 3.8. Two germs at φ(x) lie in a common apartment of (X ′,A′).
Proof. This follows directly from a proposition with the same statement and proof of
Proposition 2.6. 
Lemma 3.9. Two Weyl chambers S1 and S2 in (X,A) based at respectively x1 and x2,
such that φ(x1) = φ(x2) = φ(x), give rise to the same germ ∆φ(x)φ(S1) = ∆φ(x)φ(S2) in
X ′, if and only if, there exists a point x′ ∈ X ′′ ∩ S1 ∩ S2 such that the sub-Weyl chambers
of S1 and S2 based at x
′ are identical restricted to X ′′.
Proof. Assume that S1 and S2, with properties as stated in the lemma, give rise to the
same germ ∆φ(x)φ(S1) = ∆φ(x)φ(S2). We first deal with the case where the two sectors
S1 and S2 have a common point z ∈ X
′′.
Apply Lemma 3.6 to the pairs Si, S
′
i to obtain that ∆φ(x)φ(S
′
i) = ∆φ(x)φ(Si), so ∆φ(x)φ(S
′
1) =
∆φ(x)φ(S
′
2). This makes it possible to find points z1 of S
′
1 and z2 of S
′
2 such that
φ(z1) = φ(z2), and such that this image does not lie on the (non-maximal) faces of the
Weyl chambers φ(S1) and φ(S2). Applying Lemma 3.4 to S
′
1 and S
′
2 and obtain a point
z′ ∈ S′1 ∩ S
′
2 such that φ(z
′) = φ(z1) = φ(z2). The convex hull of z and z
′ lies in both S′1
and S′2, and contains both S
′
1 ∩X
′′ and S′2 ∩X
′′, this proves that S′1 ∩X
′′ = S′2 ∩X
′′.
Now we show we can always find such a z. Let S′′1 be the Weyl chamber based at x2
and parallel to S1. Lemma 3.6 one again has that ∆φ(x)φ(S1) = ∆φ(x)φ(S
′′
1 ). So also
∆φ(x)φ(S
′′
1 ) = ∆φ(x)φ(S2), and as S
′′
1 and S2 clearly intersect, we can apply the previous
case and conclude that S′′1 ∩ X
′′ = S2 ∩ X
′′. Combining this with the implication of
Lemma 3.5 that the Weyl chambers S1 and S
′′
1 intersect in X
′′, we have that S1 and S2
have a point in common in X ′′.
We now prove the other direction. Let F1 and F2 be two one-dimensional Weyl simplices
of the same type, with source x′, and assume that they are faces of the Weyl chambers
parallel to respectively S1 and S2 with source x
′. The intersection F1 ∪F2 is convex in F1,
thus either F1 = F2, or there exists a point a ∈ F1 such that F1 ∩ F2 equals the convex
hull of x′ and a. As F1∩X
′′ ⊂ F1∩F2, the distance between x
′ and a does not lie in ker e.
This implies that ∆φ(x)φ(F1) = ∆φ(x)φ(F2). Repeating this argument proves eventually
that ∆φ(x)φ(S1) = ∆φ(x)φ(S2). 
Lemma 3.10. If the intersection φ(A) ∩ φ(B) of the images of two apartments A and B
contains a germ of a Weyl chamber, then the intersection A ∩B is non-empty.
Proof. By applying the previous lemma to two Weyl chambers in A and B such that their
images have the same germs. 
Note that the above lemma combined with Lemma 3.7 implies that if two apartments
are identical after the base change functor, then they are also identical before it. Once
we prove that (X ′,A′) is indeed a Λ′–building, it follows that the buildings at infinity of
(X,A) and (X ′,A′) are isomorphic.
Another consequence is that if two apartments intersect in a half-apartment after the base
change functor, they also intersected in one before it. As the Λ–building (X,A) satisfies
Condition (A6), it follows that (X ′,A′) satisfies it too.
Lemma 3.11. The set of germs ∆φ(x)X
′ forms a spherical building.
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Proof. The germs in ∆φ(x)X
′ form a simplicial complex. Any two simplices lie in an
apartment due to Lemma 3.8. The second property to check is if one has two apartments
φ(A) and φ(B) containing φ(x), that when the corresponding apartments ∆φ(x)φ(A) and
∆φ(x)φ(B) share a chamber C and simplex D, then there exists an isomorphism from
∆φ(x)A to ∆φ(x)B, preserving C and D point-wise. The existence of this isomorphism
now follows from Lemma 3.7, and the fact that A and B intersect due to the previous
lemma. 
3.3 Proof of Condition (A2)
To prove the first Main Result the only non-trivial condition to check is (A2). In the
following let A and B be two apartments of (X,A) such that the intersection K :=
φ(A)∩φ(B) is non-empty. The method of the proof will consist of “slightly shifting” Weyl
chambers using Lemma 3.6, this to reduce to the easier case of already intersecting convex
sets (see Lemma 3.7). The results of Section 3.2 then allow us to “glue” this information
together.
Lemma 3.12. Suppose x ∈ A is a point such that φ(x) ∈ K. Let S be a Weyl chamber
of A based at x. Then there is a convex set KS,x ⊂ S, containing x and such that
φ(KS,x) = K ∩ φ(S).
Proof. As φ(x) ∈ K there exists a point x′ ∈ B such that φ(x) = φ(x′). Let S′ be the
Weyl chamber parallel to S and based at x′. Lemma 3.6 defines a isometry τ from S′ to
S. The intersection K ′ of S′ with B is convex. Hence its image KS,x under τ will be a
convex subset of S and A.
If y is an element of KS,x, then its preimage y
′ under τ will by construction be in B.
Lemma 3.6 tells us that d(y, y′) = d(τ(y′), y′) ∈ ker e, so φ(y) = φ(y′) ∈ K ∩ φ(S). This
implies that φ(KS,x) is contained in K ∩ φ(S).
Now let z be a point of S such that φ(z) ∈ K. This implies that there exists a z′ ∈ B with
φ(z) = φ(z′). Let z′′ ∈ S′ be the preimage of z under τ . Note that the triangle inequality
implies that d(z′, z′′) ∈ ker e. As both B and S′ are convex subsets of apartments, we can
apply Lemma 3.4 to find a point a in K ′ = B ∩ S′ having distances in ker e to both z′
and z′′. So we conclude that φ(τ(a)) = φ(z′) = φ(z), and thus φ(KS,x) ⊃ K ∩ φ(S), or by
combining both inequalities φ(KS,x) = K ∩ φ(S). 
Lemma 3.13. The set K is convex in φ(A).
Proof. Let x be a point of A such that φ(x) ∈ K. For each Weyl chamber Si based at x
(with i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, n being the number of Weyl chambers in A based at x), we can define
a convex subset Ki := KSi,x of Si using the previous lemma. We have that φ(
⋃
iKi) = K.
We label the roots in R by r1, . . . , rm, with m = |R|. For the convex subset Ki, let K
j
i be
the minimal positive half-apartment defined by the root rj containing Ki. That is K is a
set H+i,ki := {x : 〈x, r
∨
i 〉 ≥ ki} with ki ∈ Λ ∪ {−∞} as small as possible. For the purpose
of the proof, we interpret H+i,−∞, which is the whole apartment, also as a half-apartment.
As each Ki is convex, it follows easily that Ki =
⋂
j K
j
i .
For j ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, define Kj to be the maximal half-apartment corresponding to the root
rj in the set {K
j
1 ,K
j
2 , . . . ,K
j
n}.
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Let K ′ be the intersection
⋂
j φ(K
j). It is clear that K ⊂ K ′ as each φ(Ki) will be a
subset of K ′. Also, K ′ will by construction be the intersection of all half-apartments of
φ(A) containing K, and so K ′ and φ(Kj) will be independent of the choice of x. If we
show that K = K ′, then the lemma is proven. Suppose that k′ is a point of K ′ but not of
K.
Let F be the minimal Weyl simplex based at x, containing k′. Then applying Lemma 3.3
to the set F ∩K (which is convex by the previous lemma), one obtains a point k and a
minimal Weyl simplex S in φ(A), containing k′ and based at k, such that S∩F ∩K = {k}.
Note that again by the previous lemma the set S ∩K is a convex subset of the apartment
φ(A), which certainly contains k, if it would contain more it contradicts Lemma 3.2. One
can conclude that we have constructed a point k and Weyl simplex S in φ(A), containing
k′, based at k, such that S ∩K = {k}.
Lemma 3.11 shows that ∆kX
′ is a spherical building in which φ(A) and φ(B) define two
apartments ∆kφ(A) and ∆kφ(B). The intersection of both is a convex subset of ∆kφ(A).
By [AB08, Prop. 3.137] convex subsets of apartments are finite intersections of half-
apartments. So there exists a half-apartment ∆kH of ∆kφ(A) in the spherical building
∆kX
′, which does not contain the chamber ∆kφ(S).
Let H be the half-apartment of A corresponding to ∆kH. Using Lemma 3.2, it follows
that this half-apartment contains K completely, but does not contain S. So k′ does not
lie in this half-apartment (by minimality of S). We have obtained a contradiction and
proved convexity. 
Lemma 3.14. Given two charts f, g ∈ A′ there exists a w ∈ W ′ with f |f−1(g(A′)) =
(g ◦ w)|f−1(g(A′)).
Proof. Denote the apartment defined by the chart f by A, the one defined by the chart g
by B. First note that if A and B do not have points in common, there is nothing to prove.
So suppose that there exists a point k ∈ A ∩ B. Using Condition (A1) we can assume
without loss of generality that f(o) = g(o) = k.
Consider the spherical building ∆kX
′ (see Lemma 3.11), of which ∆kA and ∆kB are
apartments. The fundamental Weyl chamber of A defines a certain Weyl chamber based
at k in the apartment A, and hence a chamber in ∆kA, denote this chamber by CA.
Similarly define CB in ∆kB. One of the axioms of spherical buildings tells us that there
is an isomorphism σ from the apartment ∆kA to the apartment ∆kB preserving the
intersection of both.
Let w ∈W be the unique element in the spherical Weyl group acting on ∆kB which maps
CB to σ(CA). Interpreting this element in the larger affine Weyl group W
′ one sees that
h := g ◦ w ◦ f−1 is an isometry from A to B mapping the germ corresponding to CA to
σ(CA). Moreover, h will fix the germs in ∆kA ∩ ∆kB due to the way we constructed σ
and w.
Showing that f |f−1(g(A′)) = (g ◦ w)|f−1(g(A′)) is equivalent to showing that if k
′ ∈ A ∩ B
then h(k′) = k′. So let k′ be an arbitrary point in A ∩ B different from k. Let SA be
the minimal Weyl simplex in A based at k and containing k′. The germ of this simplex is
fixed, as it is in the intersection of A and B (see Lemma 3.2). It now easily follows from
h being an isometry that k′ is fixed. 
This completes the proof of 1 of the first Main Result. The remaining parts are done in
the subsequent section.
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3.4 Functoriality
It remains to prove assertion 2, i.e. functoriality, of the first Main Result.
Consider two Λ–buildings (X1,A1) and (X2,A2). By the first assertion one obtains two Λ
′–
buildings (X ′1,A
′
1) and (X
′
2,A
′
2) and corresponding maps φ1 : X1 → X
′
1 and φ2 : X2 → X
′
2.
Suppose we have an isometric embedding ψ fromX1 toX2, then there is a unique isometric
embedding φ′ : X ′1 → X
′
2 such that the following diagram commutes.
X1
ψ
//
φ1

X2
φ2

X ′1
ψ′
// X ′2
This because each preimage of a point of X ′1 under φ1 is a preimage of a unique point of
X ′2 under φ2 ◦ ψ. The uniqueness of this map yields functoriality, in particular it directly
implies the following lemma.
Lemma 3.15. With assumptions and notation as in the first main result let G be a
group acting on X by isometries, then G acts on X ′ by isometries and the map φ is
G–equivariant.
This completes the proof of the first Main Result.
4 Proof of the second Main Result
In this section we tackle the second Main Result, where we prove that the fibers of the
map discussed in the previous section are again generalized affine buildings. The set of
apartments on such a fiber will be the non-empty intersections of apartments with this
fiber. Conditions (A1)-(A3) and (A5) will be more or less direct consequences from the
corresponding conditions for the original building. In order to prove conditions (A4) and
(A6) we consider the structure at infinity of the fiber, making use of results in Section 3.2.
Let (X,A) be an affine building with model space A := A(R,Λ). As always assume
that Λ admits an F–module structure and let e : Λ → Λ′ be an epimorphism of ordered
abelian F–modules. The kernel of e is again an ordered abelian group admitting a natural
F–module structure.
As defined at the beginning of Section 3, let φ be the base change functor associated to e.
According to the first Main Result, the image of φ carries the structure of a Λ′–building
(X ′,A′) with model space A′ := A(R,Λ′).
Fix some point x ∈ X for the remainder of the section. Define X ′′ to be the set φ−1(φ(x)).
This will be the set of points of the ker(e)–building we want to construct. Denote by
o the point in A corresponding to the zero vector. Let A′′ be the points y in A such
that d(o, y) ∈ ker e. Using the coordinate description of A it follows directly that A′′ can
be identified with A(R, ker(e)). The Weyl group W ′′ = WT ′′ of this model space, with
T ′′ = T ∩A′′, can canonically be interpreted as a subgroup of W . Note that the elements
of W ′′ are exactly those elements w of W such that w.o ∈ A′′.
Let A˜ be the set of charts f in A such that φ(x) ∈ φ(f(A′′)). As the charts in A are
isometries, it follows from the triangle inequality that for each f ∈ A˜ one has f(A′′) =
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f(A)∩X ′′. From this we can define injections A′′ = {f |A′′ : f ∈ A˜} from A
′′ into X ′′. We
now claim that (X ′′,A′′) is a ker(e)–building.
A first observation is that apartments in X ′′ will be intersections of X ′′ with apartments
of X containing a point of X ′′ (because of Condition (A1) and that for all f ∈ A˜ one has
that f(A′′) = f(A) ∩X ′′).
Lemma 4.1. The pair (X ′′,A′′) satisfies Conditions (A1)-(A3) and (A5).
Proof. To prove (A1) let f ′′ be an element of A′′ and w ∈ W ′′. By definition f ′′ is the
restriction of a chart f ∈ A˜. Condition (A1) applied to (X,A) implies that f ◦w ∈ A. As
φ(x) ∈ φ(f(A′′)) = φ((f ◦ w)(A′′)), one has that f ◦ w ∈ A˜. So f ◦ w|A′′ ∈ A
′′. This chart
equals f ′′ ◦ w over A′′, so we have proven (A1).
The first part of (A2) is easily seen to be true because the intersection of a convex set in
A with A′′ is a convex set of A′′ (as the intersection of a finite number of half-apartments
of A with A′′ is the intersection of a finite number of half-apartments of A′′). The second
part follows if we can show that if one has f ◦ w(y) = g(y) with f, g ∈ A˜, w ∈ W and
y ∈ A′′, then w ∈ W ′′. If this was not the case then w.y /∈ A′′ and (f ◦ w)(y) /∈ X ′′ as
f(A′′) = f(A) ∩ X ′′. But g(y) ∈ X ′′, so we can conclude that w ∈ W ′′ and that (A2)
holds.
Condition (A3) follows from Condition (A3) for (X,A) and the fact that apartments in
X ′′ are the intersections of X ′′ with apartments of X containing a point of X ′′.
The last condition we want to prove here is Condition (A5). If we are given a point y and
apartment A′′ of (X ′′,A′′) containing this point, we know that there exists an apartment
A of X such that A∩X ′′ = A′′. Let rA,y be a retraction with respect to A and y as implied
in Condition (A5) for (X,A). This retraction maps points of X ′′ to points of A∩X ′′ = A′′
by the triangle inequality, and does not increase distances. Hence it follows that (X ′′,A′′)
satisfies (A5). 
To finish the proof of the second Main Result we have to verify that (A4) and (A6) hold
as well. This is done in the subsequent propositions.
Proposition 4.2. The pair (X ′′,A′′) satisfies (A4).
Proof. Let S′′ and T ′′ be two Weyl chambers of (X ′′,A′′). These Weyl chambers are
restrictions to X ′′ of (not necessarily unique) Weyl chambers S and T of (X,A). These two
Weyl chambers give rise to chambers ∆φ(x)φ(S) and ∆φ(x)φ(T ) of the spherical building
∆φ(x)X
′. Lemma 3.8 implies that there exists an apartment A′ of (X ′,A′) containing both
germs. By construction of (X ′,A′) there also exists an apartment A of (X,A) such that
φ(A) = A′. Let S′ and T ′ be Weyl chambers of A, both based at some point y ∈ X ′′, for
which the images correspond respectively to the germs ∆φ(x)φ(S) and ∆φ(x)φ(T ).
The (non-empty) intersection X ′′∩A is an apartment A′′ of (X ′′,A′′). The Weyl chambers
S and S′ of (X,A) both give rise to the same germ ∆φ(x)φ(S) of (X
′,A′), so Lemma 3.9
implies that the apartment A′′ of (X ′′,A′′) contains a sub-Weyl chamber of S′′. A similar
argument asserts that it also contains a sub-Weyl chamber of T ′′. This proves (A4) for
(X ′′,A′′). 
As the remaining Condition (A6) is not needed to define the spherical building of infinity,
we can consider this structure ∂A′′X
′′ for (X ′′,A′′). The next lemma shows that this
spherical building is in fact the residue ∆φ(x)X
′.
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Lemma 4.3. There is a canonical isomorphism between ∂A′′X
′′ and ∆φ(x)X
′.
Proof. Lemma 3.9 implies a bijection between the chambers of these two spherical build-
ings. It is easily seen that this bijection preserves adjacency, hence it defines an isomor-
phism between the two buildings. 
Proposition 4.4. The pair (X ′′,A′′) satisfies (A6).
Proof. LetA1, A2, A3 be three apartments ofX
′′ which pairwise intersect in half-apartments.
The boundaries ∂Ai intersect as well in half-apartments and correspond to apartments ai
in the residue of φ(x) in X ′ = φ(X) by Lemma 4.3. There are two cases: either a) there ex-
ists a half-apartment α in ∆φ(x)X
′ such that ai∩aj = α for all i 6= j with {i, j} ⊂ {1, 2, 3}
, or b) the intersections ai ∩ aj are distinct for all three pairs of elements of {1, 2, 3}, that
is a1 ∪ a2 ∪ a3 = (a1 ∩ a2) ∪ (a1 ∩ a3) ∪ (a2 ∩ a3).
In case b) choose an apartment B′1 in X
′ such that ∆φ(x)B
′
1 = a1. Let c be a chamber in
(a2 ∩ a3) sharing a panel with a1. Let T be a Weyl chamber T based at φ(x) with germ
c such that ∂T shares a panel with ∂B′1. Then there exist precisely two Weyl chambers
S2, S3 in B
′
1 such that ∂Si is opposite ∂T in ∂A′X
′ for i = 2, 3. By construction ∆φ(x)Si is
opposite c in ∆φ(x)X
′. Hence there exist, by item 1 of Proposition 2.5, unique apartments
B′2 and B
′
3 of (X
′,A′) containing T and S2, respectively S3. It is easily seen that the
apartments B′i pairwise intersect in half-apartments. From the definition of apartments in
(X ′,A′) if follows that there are three apartments Bi such that φ(Bi) = B
′
i for all i = 1, 2, 3.
These again intersect pairwise in half-apartments, see the comments on Condition (A6)
in Section 3.2. We conclude that the intersection of all three Bi is non-empty. Due to the
construction there exists a point y ∈ X ′′ in this intersection.
Lemma 3.9 implies that the boundary of Bi ∩X
′′ in X ′′ is the same as the boundary of
Ai, since their images under φ induce the same germs in ∆φ(x)X
′. Therefore Bi∩X
′′ = Ai
for all i. The fact that y is contained in B1 ∩ B2 ∩ B3 implies that A1 ∩ A2 ∩ A3 =
B1 ∩B2 ∩B3 ∩X
′′ 6= ∅, and that (A6) holds for X ′′ in case b).
Assume that we are in case a). Let c be a chamber of the half-apartment α. With this
chamber there corresponds a parallel class of Weyl chambers of (X ′′,A′′). By applying
Condition (A4) any two of these Weyl chambers contain (at least) a common sub-Weyl
chamber. If one takes three Weyl chambers S1, S2 and S3 in this parallel class respectively
in apartments A1, A2 and A3, then it follows that these three Weyl chambers have a
common intersection, so also the apartments have a common intersection. This completes
the proof of the proposition. 
Main Result 2 now follows from combining Lemma 4.1 and Propositions 4.2 and 4.4.
5 Proof of the third Main Result
In this section we discuss the case where e : Λ 7→ Λ′ is a monomorphism. The strategy
will be to add points to each apartment to give it a Λ′–structure. The first part of the
proof deals with defining this extension rigourously. After this we check that the obtained
structure is indeed the generalized affine building we want.
The main difficulty lies into showing Condition (A3), i.e. that every two points lie in a
common apartment. This is not surprising as the construction consists of adding new
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points. The condition will eventually follow from a covering result for pairs of apartments
(see Proposition 5.14).
Let R be a root system and let F be a subfield of R containing the set of evaluations of
co-roots on roots. Let e : Λ 7→ Λ′ be a monomorphism of ordered abelian groups Λ and
Λ′ both admitting an F–module structure.
Using this monomorphism one can define a natural embedding of the model space A :=
A(R,Λ) into A′ := A(R,Λ′) as follows. Choose a basis B of R, then each element x of A
has a presentation as x =
∑
α∈B λαα. Define ι : A 7→ A
′ by
x =
∑
α∈B
λαα 7−→ ι(x) =
∑
α∈B
e(λα)α.
Since e is a monomorphism ι is injective. Given points x =
∑
α∈B λαα and y =
∑
α∈B µαα
in A we can calculate the distance d′ in A′ of the images under ι of these two points of A:
d′(ι(x), ι(y)) =
∑
β∈R+
|〈ι(y)− ι(x), β∨〉|
=
∑
β∈R+
|〈
∑
α∈B
(e(µα)− e(λα))α, β
∨〉|
= e(
∑
β∈R+
|
∑
α∈B
(µα − λα)〈α, β
∨〉|)
= e(d(x, y)),
hence ι is an embedding of A into A′. Similarly one can embed the affine Weyl groupW of
A into the affine Weyl group W ′ of A′. Each element w of W is a product of a translation
t and an element w ∈ W of the spherical Weyl group. Since elements of the translation
subgroup T of W (respectively T ′ of W ′) can canonically be identified with points in A,
(respectively points in A′), we can define a group monomorphism ιˆ : W → W ′ by putting
w = wt 7−→ ιˆ(w) := wι(t). Hence W can be naturally identified with a subgroup of W ′.
Let H be a half-apartment of A. If ι is not an isomorphism then the image of H under
it is not a half-apartment of A′, but one can easily find a half-apartment H ′ of A′ such
that a ∈ H if and only if ι(a) ∈ H ′. This allows us to define a map ι˜ from the half-
apartments of A to half-apartments of A′. As each convex subset of A is the intersection
of a finite number of half-apartments of A, one can extend the map ι˜ to send convex
subsets of A to convex subsets of A′, such that for each point a and convex subset K of A:
a ∈ K ⇔ ι(a) ∈ ι˜(K). It also easily follows for a convex subset K of A and group element
w ∈W that ι˜(w.K) = ιˆ(w).ι˜(K).
Let (X,A) be an affine building with model space A = A(Λ,R) and ι an embedding of A
into A′ induced by a monomorphism e as above. Using a quotient construction on A×A′
we will define a space X ′ and a set of charts A′ in Definition 5.5 which will turn out to be
the generalized affine building whose existence is claimed in the third Main Result.
Denote the set of pairs A×A′ by X˜. Let (f, a) and (g, b) be two pairs of X˜. By Condition
(A2) we know that the inverse image Z := f−1(g(A)) is a convex subset of A and that
there exists a w ∈ W such that f |Z = g ◦ w|Z . We now define (f, a) and (g, b) to be
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equivalent (denoted by (f, a) ∼ (g, b)) if and only if a ∈ ι˜(Z) and ιˆ(w).a = b. This is
independent of the choice of w ∈ W , as an other choice w′ would necessarily have the
same action on Z, and so also the action of ι(w) and ι(w′) on ι˜(Z) would be the same.
A first goal is now to prove that “∼” is an equivalence relation.
Lemma 5.1. Let (f, a) and (g, b) be two pairs of X˜ and v ∈ W , then (f, a) ∼ (g, b) ⇔
(f, a) ∼ (g ◦ v−1, ιˆ(v).b).
Proof. First of all notice that Z = f−1(g(A)) = f−1((g ◦ v−1)(A)), and that if w is an
element of W such that f |Z = g ◦ w|Z , that then also f |Z = (g ◦ v
−1) ◦ (v ◦ w)|Z .
The condition for (f, a) ∼ (g, b) to hold is that a ∈ ι˜(Z) and ιˆ(w).a = b with w as
above. On the other hand the condition for (f, a) ∼ (g ◦ v−1, ιˆ(v).b) is a ∈ ι˜(Z) and
ιˆ(v ◦ w).a = ιˆ(v).b. One easily sees that these conditions are the same. 
Lemma 5.2. Let (f, a) and (g, b) be two pairs of X˜ and w ∈ W such that f |Z = g ◦ w|Z
with Z = f−1(g(A)), then (f, a) ∼ (g, b)⇔ (f, a) ∼ (g ◦ w, a) and ιˆ(w).a = b.
Proof. Directly from the previous lemma. 
Lemma 5.3. The pairs (f, a) and (f, b) are equivalent if and only if a = b.
Proof. Directly from the definition of the relation, and the fact that for the element in W
mentioned in this definition one can take the identity. 
Lemma 5.4. The relation “∼” on X˜ is an equivalence relation.
Proof. Reflexivity is clear from the previous lemma. We now proof symmetry. Given
(f, a) ∼ (g, b) there exists a w ∈ W such that f |Z = g ◦ w|Z where Z := f
−1(g(A)).
Further, a is contained in the set ι˜(Z) and ιˆ(w).a = b, so b = ιˆ(w)−1.a. It remains to
prove that b is contained in the set ι˜(Y ) with Y := g−1(f(A)). By assumption w.Z = Y
and so ιˆ(w).ι˜(Z) = ι˜(Y ). This implies that b = ι(w).a is contained in ι˜(Y ) and that the
the relation is symmetric.
The last property to check is transitivity. Note that Lemma 5.1 already shows a weak
version of transitivity. Using this weak version and Lemma 5.2 we can assume that we
have three pairs (f, a), (g, a) and (h, a), with (f, a) ∼ (g, a) and (f, a) ∼ (h, a) such that
f |Z = g|Z and f |Z′ = h|Z′ with Z := f
−1(g(A)) and Z ′ := f−1(h(A)). Consider the
convex set K := Z ∩Z ′, by taking restrictions to both Z and Z ′ it follows that g|K = h|K .
In particular one observes that K ⊂ Z ′′ := g−1(h(A)), and that a ∈ ι˜(K) ⊂ ι˜(Z ′′). By
Condition (A2) we know that there exists a w ∈W such that g|Z′′ = h ◦w|Z′′ , and so also
g|K = h ◦ w|K . Because h and g are injections it follows that w leaves K invariant. This
also implies that ιˆ(w) leaves ι˜(K) invariant and that ιˆ(w).a = a. We can conclude that
(g, a) ∼ (h, a) and that “∼” is a transitive relation. 
Definition 5.5. Let X ′ = (A×A′)upslope∼ and define for each chart f ∈ A a map ψ(f) from
A′ to X ′ as follows:
ψ(f) = [a 7−→ (f, a)upslope∼].
We write A′ for the set of maps ψ(f) ◦ w′, with f ∈ A and where w′ ranges over all
w′ ∈W ′.
We will prove that (X ′,A′) satisfies the assertion of the third Main Result. Note that
Condition (A1) follows already from the definition and part 2 of the following lemma.
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Lemma 5.6. The elements of A′ satisfy:
1. each map f ′ ∈ A′ is injective,
2. if w ∈W and f ∈ A, then ψ(f ◦ w) = ψ(f) ◦ ιˆ(w).
Proof. The first property is a consequence of Lemma 5.3. To prove the second observe
that
ψ(f ◦ w) = [a 7→ (f ◦ w, a)upslope∼]
and that
ψ(f) ◦ ιˆ(w) = [a 7→ (f, ιˆ(w).a)upslope∼].
It therefore remains to prove that (f, ιˆ(w).a) and (f ◦ w, a) are equivalent, which follows
from Lemma 5.1. 
Let x be a point of X lying in some apartment Σ. Let f ∈ A be a chart defining this
apartment, and a ∈ A such that f(a) = x. We now define φ(x) to be the equivalence class
of the pair (f, ι(a)).
Lemma 5.7. The map φ is well-defined.
Proof. Let x be a point of X, and f , g two charts in A such that for the two points a
and b in A it holds that f(a) = g(b) = x. Observe that a ∈ Z := f−1(g(A)) and that if
f |Z = g ◦ w|Z for some w ∈ W , then w.a = b. This implies that (f, ι(a)) ∼ (g, ι(b)) and
that the map is well-defined. 
Lemma 5.8. The map φ is an injection.
Proof. Let x and y be two points of X. By Condition (A3) there exists a chart f ∈ A
and two points a, b of the model space A such that x = f(a) and y = f(b). One has that
φ(x) = φ(y) if and only if (f, a) ∼ (f, b). Injectivity of φ now follows from Lemma 5.3. 
We now check Condition (A2). We may assume without loss of generality that the two
charts in A′ are of the form ψ(f) and ψ(g) with f and g two charts in A. Let Z be the
set f−1(g(A)) and Z ′ the set ψ(f)−1(ψ(g)(A′)). A point a lies in Z ′ if there exists a point
b ∈ A′ such that (f, a) ∼ (g, b). The necessary and sufficient condition for this equivalence
to happen is that a is an element of ι˜(Z). So we can conclude that Z ′ = ι˜(Z) and that Z ′
is convex. The second part of Condition (A2) follows easily from Lemma 5.2.
Using part two of Lemma 5.6 one sees that an apartment of (X,A) defines in a bijective
way an apartment (i.e. an image of a chart in A′) of (X ′,A′). We can think of the map
φ as embedding X into a larger set X ′ by adding points to each apartment. The above
discussion for Condition (A2) implies that the intersection of two apartments before and
after the embedding stays convex and also of the “same shape” (there is a map between
both induced by ι˜). So if two apartments share a Weyl chamber, then they also do after
“adding the extra points”.
We now prove (A6), as it is needed to prove certain results involving germs, which in turn
are needed to prove (A3).
Lemma 5.9. Let A′, B′ and C ′ be three apartments of (X ′,A′) intersecting pairwise in
half-apartments. Then the intersection of all three is non empty.
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Proof. Let A, B and C be the three apartments of (X,A) which define respectively A′,
B′ and C ′. By the construction it follows that A, B and C also intersect pairwise in
half-apartments, so they will have some point x in common because of Condition (A6)
for (X,A). The point φ(x) lies in both A′, B′ and C ′, so the intersection of these three
apartments is not empty. 
In order to prove the remaining conditions, we look at Weyl chambers in (X ′,A′) and
investigate both their structure at infinity and the local structures.
It is easily seen that we can define Weyl chambers in the apartments of (X ′,A′). Let S
be some Weyl chamber in some apartment A′ of (X ′,A′). Let A be the corresponding
apartment in (X,A). One can consider parallel classes of Weyl chambers in this apartment
A. Using the correspondence again, there corresponds a parallel class of Weyl chambers in
A′ to each class in A. This way we can associate to the Weyl chamber S in A′ a chamber
c in ∂A ⊂ ∂AX, we say that: “S has the chamber c at infinity”. From the already proven
Condition (A2) it then follows that the associated chamber c in ∂AX is independent of
the choice of apartment containing S.
Lemma 5.10. If two Weyl chambers S1 and S2 of (X
′,A′) have the same chamber at
infinity, then they have a sub-Weyl chamber in common.
Proof. Suppose one has two Weyl chambers S1 and S2 (respectively in apartments A
′
1
and A′2), both having the chamber c ∈ ∂AX at infinity. Let A1 and A2 be the apart-
ments of (X,A) corresponding to respectively the apartments A′1 and A
′
2 of (X
′,A′). The
apartments at infinity ∂A1 and ∂A2 have the chamber c in common, so A1 and A2 both
contain a Weyl chamber T (with some base point x ∈ A1∩A2) having c at infinity. We go
back to (X ′,A′) and obtain a Weyl chamber T ′ based at φ(x) in both A′1 and A
′
2 having
c at infinity. This Weyl chamber T ′ has with both Weyl chambers S1 and S2 sub-Weyl
chambers in common, which on its turn implies that S1 and S2 have a sub-Weyl chamber
in common. 
We use the above lemma to show Condition (A4). Let S1 and S2 be two Weyl chambers
in (X ′,A′), let c1 and c2 be the two corresponding chambers at infinity in ∂AX. As ∂AX
is a spherical building, there exists an apartment A in (X,A) such that ∂A contains both
chambers c1 and c2. Let A
′ be the apartment in (X ′,A′) corresponding with A. This
apartment A′ contains Weyl chambers S′1 and S
′
2 having respectively chambers c1 and c2
at infinity. Lemma 5.10 proves that A′ contains sub-Weyl chambers of both S1 and S2,
and so Condition (A4) holds.
One can define germs in X ′ as well, and so also residues ∆x′X
′ for points x′ ∈ X ′. We
now list some lemmas, already listed in the introduction, which stay true in this case and
are also proved in the same way.
Lemma 5.11. Let c be a chamber of ∂AX. For a Weyl chamber S based at a point x ∈ X
′
there exists an apartment A with chart in A′ containing a germ of S at x and such that c
is contained in the boundary ∂A.
Proof. See Proposition 2.6. 
Lemma 5.12. For all x ∈ X ′ the residue ∆xX
′ is a spherical building of type R.
Proof. See Proposition 2.4. 
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Lemma 5.13. Let S, T be two Weyl chambers based at the same point x ∈ X ′. If their
germs are opposite in ∆xX
′ then there exists a unique apartment of (X ′,A′) containing S
and T .
Proof. See Proposition 2.5, item 1. 
The above lemmas allow us to reason with residues, which is crucial in proving the following
covering result.
Proposition 5.14. Let A1 and A2 be two apartments of (X
′,A′). Let C := C(A1, A2)
be the set of apartments containing at infinity two chambers ci ∈ ∂Ai, i = 1, 2, which
are opposite in ∂AX. Then C is a finite set of apartments such that each pair of points
(x, y) ∈ A1 ×A2 is contained in one of these apartments in C.
Proof. Consider two points x1 ∈ A1 and x2 ∈ A2. We first prove that if these points are
contained in a common apartment B, then they also lie in an apartment in C. We choose
an x1–based Weyl chamber S1 in B containing x2. Lemma 5.12 implies the existence of
an x1–based Weyl chamber T1 contained in A1 whose germ is opposite the germ of S1 at
x1. By Lemma 5.13 the set T1 ∪ S1 will be contained in some apartment B
′.
Let T2 be the x2–based Weyl chamber parallel to T1, i.e. ∂T2 = ∂T1. It is easy to see that
T2 contains x1. We denote by T
′
2 the x2–based Weyl chamber in A2 whose germ at x2 is
opposite ∆x2T2. Again by Lemma 5.13 we obtain a unique apartment B
′′ containing T2
and T ′2. This apartment B
′′ contains x1 and x2. Since apartments of (X
′,A′) are in one-to-
one correspondence with apartments in ∂AX the apartment B
′′ is uniquely determined by
the chambers ∂T2 and ∂T
′
2 in its boundary. By construction the apartment B
′′ is contained
in C. So we conclude that if two points xi ∈ Ai, i = 1, 2 lie in a common apartment, then
they also lie in a common apartment in C.
Now suppose that the two points xi ∈ Ai do not lie in one apartment. Let K be the
set of points in A1 which do lie in an apartment with x2. Note that due to the above
discussion and the fact that (A2) is already proven for (X ′,A′) we have that K is a finite
union of convex sets. Let us show that K is non-empty. Let ∂S be a chamber at infinity
of the apartment A1. Lemma 5.11 implies that there exists an apartment A in (X
′,A′)
containing x2 and ∂S at infinity. By applying Lemma 5.10 one obtains that A and A1 in
(X ′,A′) share at least a Weyl chamber. So K is not empty, but also not the entirety of
A1 as x1 /∈ K.
Because K is a finite union of convex sets, one can find a point y in K such that not all the
germs based at y lie in K (a point at the “border” of K). Let ∆yR be such a germ, and c a
chamber at infinity of a Weyl chamber U based at y containing x2 (possible because there
exists an apartment containing both). Lemma 5.11 yields that there exists an apartment
A′ containing the germ ∆yR and c at infinity. Apartment A
′ also contains the Weyl
chamber U (so x2 as well) due to (A2). The germ ∆yR lies in K, contradicting the way
we have chosen ∆yR. So we obtain that K contains all points of A1. The proposition is
hereby proven. 
As a consequence of this covering result we are now able to prove the two remaining
conditions.
Corollary 5.15. The object (X ′,A′) satisfies Conditions (A3) and (A5).
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Proof. The above proposition implies that a pair of points always is contained in a common
apartment, which exactly is (A3). It also follows that given some germ µ of a Weyl chamber
of X ′ and point x ∈ X ′ one can as well find an apartment containing these both. So one
can define retraction-like maps as in Definition 2.7. As we have already proven Condition
(A2) these maps are well-defined. They are indeed retractions reusing the same argument
found in Appendix C of [Hit09]. Hence (A5) is satisfied. 
So we have proven that (X ′,A′) is indeed a Λ′–building. The next lemma states a link
between the distance functions of both generalized affine buildings.
Lemma 5.16. Let x and y be two points of X, then d′(φ(x), φ(y)) = e(d(x, y)), where d,
d′ are the distance functions defined respectively on (X,A) and (X ′,A′).
Proof. Let f ∈ A, a, b ∈ A such that x = f(a) and y = f(b) (possible by Condition (A3)).
Then d(x, y) equals d(a, b), and d′(φ(x), φ(y)) equals d′(ι(a), ι(b)). The equality we need
to prove follows from the discussion in the beginning of the section. 
This concludes the proof of the first assertion of the third Main Result 3.
For two Λ–buildings (X1,A1) and (X2,A2) with an isometric embedding ψ from X1 to
X2 mapping apartments to apartments it is easy to find a map φ
′ between the resulting
Λ′–buildings (X ′1,A
′
1) and (X
′
2,A
′
2) (also mapping apartments to apartments) by the base
change functors φ1 and φ2 such that the following diagram commutes:
X1
ψ
//
φ1

X2
φ2

X ′1
ψ′
// X ′2
This assures functoriality.
6 Applications
In this section we prove some applications of the main results. A summary of these can
be found in Section 1.2.
6.1 Asymptotic cones of Λ–buildings
We will use the base change functor to prove that asymptotic cones as well as ultracones
of generalized affine buildings are again generalized affine buildings.
An ultrafilter µ on an infinite set I is a finite additive measure µ : 2I → {0, 1} such that
µ(I) = 1. We say that µ is principal if it is a Dirac measure, i.e. concentrated in one
element of I. Sometimes we identify µ with the subset Fµ of the powerset 2
I consisting
of the sets having measure one. Therefore another way of stating that µ(A) = 1 is to
say that A is contained in Fµ. To simplify (and slightly abuse) notation we write A ∈ µ
instead of A ∈ Fµ.
Definition 6.1. Given an ultrafilter µ on an infinite set I we may define the ultraproduct
of a sequence of sets (Xi)i∈I as follows: Let X˜ := Πi∈IXi, be the Cartesian product of the
Xi. We define a relation ∼ on X˜ by
x ∼ y ⇔ µ({i ∈ I : xi = yi}) = 1.
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It is easy to see that ∼ is an equivalence relation on X˜. The ultraproduct ∗X of the sequence
(Xi)i∈I is the space of equivalence classes
∗x of sequences x = (xi)i∈I with respect to this
equivalence relation. In case that Xi = X for all i ∈ I we call
∗X the ultrapower of X.
 Losˇ’s Theorem, see 2.1 on page 90 in [BS69], tells us that anything which may be stated in
a first order language on the level of the components Xi is still true for the ultraproduct
of the sequence.
One easily observes, defining multiplication componentwise, that the ultraproduct of a
sequence of abelian groups Λi is again an abelian group. If each Λi is totally ordered, then
the ultraproduct carries a natural ordering defined as follows. An element ∗(an)n∈I of
∗Λ
is smaller or equal to ∗(bn)n∈N ∈
∗Λ if the set {n ∈ I : an ≤ bn} has measure one.
The ultraproduct ∗X of a sequence (Xi, di)i∈I of Λi–metric spaces carries a natural
∗Λ–
valued metric. The distance function ∗d on ∗X is defined by
∗d(∗x, ∗y) := ∗(di(xi, yi))i∈I ∈
∗Λ,
which is simply the equivalence class of the sequence of distances of the components xi
and yi in the corresponding metric space Xi.
Fix a spherical root system R and denote by W its spherical Weyl group. We consider
a sequence (Xi,Ai)i∈I of generalized affine buildings, where (Xi,Ai) is modeled on Ai =
A(R,Λi), with Λi a totally ordered abelian group. Here it is important that the underlying
spherical root system is the same for all factors. Further assume that each Xi carries a
Λi–valued metric di.
We will prove that the ultraproduct ∗X of (Xi,Ai)i∈I is again a generalized affine building.
In order to do so, we need to take the product of all structural features, such as charts
or apartments, the Weyl groups, the distance function, . . . simultaneously. This process
might be formalized in terms of first order languages and formulas on a certain set which
involves all these structures. Taking the product of such a “universal setting” will allow us
to talk about the same structures in the ultraproduct which we already had in the compo-
nents themselves. However, we will not carry out the details here. We refer the interested
reader to chapter 5 of Bell and Slomson’s book [BS69] on models and ultraproducts.
Proposition 6.2. The ultraproduct (∗X, ∗A) is a generalized affine building modeled on
A(R, ∗Λ) and carries a natural ∗Λ–metric ∗d induced by d.
Proof. The points and charts of (∗X, ∗A) are equivalence classes of sequences (xi)i∈I (resp.
(fi)i∈I), where xi is a point in Xi and fi a chart in Ai.
First we will prove that the ultraproduct ∗A of the model spaces Ai equals A(R,
∗Λ).
Identifying points of Ai with elements of the full affine Weyl group Wi := W ⋉ Λ
n
i , with
n = rank(R), this question can be answered by proving that ∗W := ∗(Wi)i∈I =W ⋉ (
∗Λ)n.
Abbreviate Λni by Ti. Since the spherical Weyl group is finite, every sequence (wi)i∈I ,
with wi ∈ W , is equivalent to a constant sequence (u)n∈I . Hence given representatives
(ui, si)i∈I and (vi, ti)i∈I of elements
∗u,∗v of ∗W , we observe
(ui, si)i∈I · (vi, ti)i∈I = (uivi, si + rui(ti))i∈I ∼ (uv, si + ru(ti))i∈I
The equivalence class w.r.t. µ of the sequence (uv, si + ru(ti))i∈I is obviously an element
of W ⋉ ∗T .
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Interpreting Conditions (A1) to (A6) componentwise on sequences and using the fact that
each factor (Xi,Ai) satisfies these Conditions it is easy to deduce from  Losˇ’s Theorem,
that the ultraproduct satisfies all the Conditions as well. Hence the claim. 
From now on we will restrict ourselves to ultrapowers. Fix once and for all an ordered
abelian group Λ. The subset of finite elements ∗Λfin of the ultrapower of an ordered
abelian group Λ is defined by
∗Λfin = {α ∈
∗Λ : −c < α < c for some c ∈ Λ+}.
An easy computation shows that ∗Λfin is a convex subgroup of
∗Λ.
Definition 6.3. We define an equivalence relation ∼fin on
∗X by
∗x ∼fin
∗y ⇔ ∗d(∗x,∗y) ≤ n for some n ∈ Λ.
The ultracone UCone(X) = ∗X/∼fin of the metric space X is again a metric space whose
metric ∗dfin is the
∗Λ/∗Λfin–quotient-metric induced by
∗d.
Definition 6.4. Let µ be a non-principal ultrafilter, α = (αi)i∈I a non-finite element of
∗Λ and assume that (X, d) is a Λ–metric space with chosen base point o. Clearly ∗X is
a ∗Λ–metric space. Set X<α> := {∗x ∈ ∗X : ∗d(∗x, o) ≤ nα for some n ∈ Λ}. We define
∗x ∼α
∗y on X<α> if ∗d(∗x, ∗y) < α · α−1i for all i ∈ I. The set
Cone(X) := X<α>/∼α
is called the asymptotic cone of X. It carries a natural Λ–metric defined by
d(x, y) = std(∗d(x, y) · α−1),
where std denotes the standard part of the element ∗d(x, y) · α−1.
An element λ ∈ Λ is the standard part of an element ∗λ in ∗Λfin if the absolute value of
the difference satisfies |∗λ− λ| < α · α−1i for all i ∈ I.
Theorem 6.5. The class of generalized affine buildings is closed under taking asymptotic
cones and ultracones. Furthermore, if (X,A) is modeled on A(R,Λ), then Cone(X) has
model space A(R,Cone(Λ)) and UCone(X) is modeled on A(R,UCone(Λ)).
Proof. Let (X,A) be a generalized affine building modeled on A(R,Λ) and let o be a base
point in X and d : X ×X → Λ a metric.
First simply view X as a metric space and consider its ultracone UCone(X). There is
then an obvious projection π from ∗X onto UCone(X) such that
∗dfin(π(
∗x), π(∗y)) = e(∗d(∗x,∗y)),
where e is the projection from ∗Λ to ∗Λfin. By 1 of our Main Result 1 there exists a
∗Λfin–affine building (X
′,A′), which is the image of the base change functor φ associated
to e :∗Λ →∗Λfin. Using the observations made above we may deduce from 2 of our first
Main Result that UCone(X) is isomorphic to X ′ and carries the structure of a ∗Λfin–affine
building.
We now apply similar arguments in the case of asymptotic cones. By our second Main
Result 2 the set X ′′ := φ−1(φe(0)) is a ker(e)–affine building. It is easy to see that X
′′
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coincides with X<α>, which was defined to be the set of sequences whose distance to the
constant sequence o is an element of ∗Λfin, that is a finite element of
∗Λ.
The asymptotic cone of X is the quotient space of X<α> by the relation ∼α, that is
identifying sequences having infinitesimal distance to o. This corresponds to the image of
the base change functor φ′ associated to the projection e′ :∗ Λfin → Cone(Λ). Hence by
Main Result 1 the asymptotic cone Cone(X) is isomorphic to the Cone(Λ)–affine building
φ′(X<α>). 
6.2 Reducing to the R-building case: a fixed point theorem
This last application is an example of how our base change functors can reduce problems
of Λ-buildings to the more known and familiar case of Λ = R. We will demonstrate
this by proving a fixed point theorem for certain Λ-buildings. The main tool herein is an
embedding theorem by Hahn. First we need to define the Hahn product. Given an ordered
set I and collection (Λi)i∈I of ordered abelian groups of order, then the Hahn product is
the subgroup of
∏
i∈I Λi where the set I
′ ⊂ I of indices with non-zero entries of element
is always well-ordered w.r.t. the reverse ordering of I (this means that each non-empty
subset of I ′ has a maximal element). This subgroup carries a natural lexicographical
ordering.
Theorem 6.6 (Hahn’s embedding theorem, [Hah07]). Given an ordered abelian group Λ,
then there exists an ordered set I such that Λ is isomorphic as ordered abelian group to a
subgroup of the Hahn product of copies of the real numbers R over an ordered set I.
Let (X,A) be a Λ–building. By the third Main Result and the above theorem one can
embed this building in a Λ′–building where Λ′ is the Hahn product of copies of the real
numbers R over an ordered set I. So assume Λ is of this form. Additionaly assume that
I is well-ordered (so every non-empty subset of I has a least element). Our fixed point
theorem is now as follows.
Theorem 6.7. A finite group of isometries of a generalized affine building (X,A) with
the above properties admits a fixed point.
Proof. For an arbitrary non-zero element h of Λ let ih ∈ I be the maximal element of the
set of indices in I with non-zero entries in the representation of h as a product. If h is
zero, then we set ih to be −∞. For a non-zero element g of Λ, one can now define the
following two convex subgroups of Λ:
Mg := {λ ∈ Λ : iλ ≤ ig},
Ng := {λ ∈ Λ : iλ < ig}.
Note that MgupslopeNg is isomorphic to R.
Choose some point x0 of X0 := X, the orbit of x0 is finite, hence it is bounded by some
element g0 ∈ Λ. If g0 is zero then we have found a fixed point, so suppose this is not the
case. The points of X at distance in Mg0 from x0 form a Mg0–building (by applying the
second Main Result on the canonical epimorphism Λ→ ΛupslopeMg0). Note that G stabilizes
thisMg–building. Consider the canonical epimorphismMg0 →Mg0upslopeNg0 , so using the first
Main Result we obtain an R–building on which G acts, still as a finite group of isometries
(we mark this step by (*) for further reference). By a result of the second author, this
action has a fixed point y0 (see [Str11]). In the original Λ–building (X,A) this point y0
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corresponds to a set X1 of points with distance in Ng0 from a certain point x1. By the
second Main Result we can consider the set X1 as an Ng0–building stabilized by G. So we
can repeat this algorithm. Because I is well-ordered, the algorithm has to stop at some
point where gi = 0. When this happens we have obtained a fixed point of G in (X,A). 
This result should not be interpreted as a full investigation into fixed point theorems of
Λ–buildings, but as a quick example of how our results combined with Hahn’s embedding
theorem can reduce problems to the R–building case. Even when the theorems one obtains
in this way do not hold in full generality (like this fixed point theorem), they might help
to better understand generalized affine buildings and point out where possible difficulties
might occur.
We end with an example of this last thing. In [Str11] there is proved that a finitely
generated bounded group of isometries of an R-building has a fixed point, so what happens
if we only ask this weaker condition to be fulfilled in the above theorem? An analoguous
proof would fail in step (*), one cannot show that this new action is bounded. Indeed,
consider the lexicographically ordered abelian group G := R × R as a generalized affine
building with only one apartment, and define for each k ∈ Z the isometry G → G :
(x, y) 7→ (x, y+kx). All these isometries form a finitely generated bounded group (as each
orbit is bounded by (1, 0)), but it has no fixed point. So this exercise shows that there lies
a difficulty in the notion of boundedness.
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